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Abstract 
I introduce in the MV, algebras of Revaz Grigolia two chains of unary operations, which 
are the key in establishing many connections between these algebras and n-valued Lukasiewicz- 
Moisil algebras (LM, algebras for short). The study has three parts. It is self-contained as much 
as possible. The main result of the first part is that MV4 algebras coincide with LM4 algebras. 
The larger class of ‘relaxed’-MV, algebras is also introduced and studied. This class is related 
to the class of generalized LM, pre-algebras. The main results of the second part are that, for 
n 2 5, any MV, algebra is an LM, algebra and that the canonical MV, algebra can be identified 
with the canonical LM, algebra. In the third part, the class of good LM, algebras and the class 
of @-proper LM, algebras are introduced and studied. @-proper LM, algebras coincide (can 
be identified) with Cignoli’s proper n-valued Lukasiewicz algebras. MV, algebras coincide with 
good LM, algebras and with @-proper LM, algebras (n >2). I also give the construction of 
an LMs (LM,) algebra from the odd (respectively even)-valued LM, algebra (n>5), which 
proves that LM4 algebras are as much important as LMs algebras; the MV, algebras help us to 
see that. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: MV, algebras; LM, algebras 
5. The case n>5: Given an MV, algebra 
We have seen in the first part of the study [ 1 l] that for n E {3,4} any MV, algebra 
is an LM, algebra. We shall see in this section that this is also true for every na5. 
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a relaxed-MV, algebra. Then we have 
(i) sL_,(x’) = s:_~x and 
(i’) sl(2.x) = s2x. 
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Proof. Immediate, by [ 11,3.3]. 
Corollary 5.2. Let A be a relaxed-MV, algebra and n = 2k(k > 2). Then the axioms 
(M13) and (M13’) are both equivalent to s;_~ = ~2. 
Proof. If n is an even number, then n - 1 is an odd number. Hence n - 1 is not divided 
by 2 and for j = 2, (M13) and (M13’) give, by [11,3.6] for j = 2: 
(M13) _ s~x<s:_,(x .x) and (M13’) H si(x $x)<s~_~x. Then, by Lemma 5.1, 
we get: 
(M13) c s~x<s~_~x and (M13’) * s~x<s~_~x. But, by [ll, 3.4(iv)] we also 
have s~_~x dszx. Hence: 
(M13) _ (M13’) w s;_~ = s2. 0 
Proposition 5.3. Let A be a relaxed-MV, algebra (n>3). Then the following hold: 
(i) ~10 = 0, Sll = 1, q-10 = 0, &_,l = 1; 
(ii) sk-, (X' [G - 1)x]) <SjX and 
(ii’) s:,_~x<s~(x @xj-’ ), for every j, 1 <j d n - 1. 
Proof. ~10 = O”-’ = 0, by [ll,(M4’)], [ll, 1.31. 
sil = I”-’ = I, by [ll,(M5’)], [ll, 1.31. 
s,_iO = (n - I)0 = 0, by [ll, 3.4, (M5), 1.31. 
s,_il = (n - 1)l = 1, by [ll, 3.4, (M4), 1.31. Thus (i) holds. 
To prove (ii), let XEA, Jo J. Then let T =(,&(x . [(j - 1)x]))- V SjX. 
Then T = SI((X . [G - 1)x])-) V SjX = (x- @ (0' - 1)X)-)‘-’ V (Jx)“-’ = (x- @ 
(0' - 1)x)-)“-] V (x CE (j - 1)x)“-‘, by [ll, 3.4(iii), (M6’), 1.31. Let Y =((j - 1)x)-. 
Then T = (x-@Y)“-‘V(x@Y-)“-I. But (x@Y-)V(xr@Y) = 1, by [ll, (M22)]. It 
follows that T = 1, by [ll, (M23)] and hence sL_,(x.[(j- l)x])<sjx, by [11,3.4(i)]. 
Thus (ii) holds. By duality we get (ii’). ??
Corollary 5.4. Let A be an MV, algebra (n24). Then: 
(i) Sh_1(X .[(j - l)X])=SjX and 
(i’) .s;_~x = sr(x @xj-‘), 
for 1 <j<n - 1, j does not divide n - 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.3 and [I 1,3.6]. 0 
Remark 5.5. (1) The axiom (M13) M (x @ (j - 1)x)“-’ A (x- @ [(j - 1)x]-)“-’ = 
0 _ (x@Y-)“-~A(x-@Y)“-’ = 0, where Y = [(j-1)x-, with j E J, l<j<n-1, 
j does not divide n - 1, by [ll, 1.10, 3.21. 
(2) We obtain another proof of Corollary 5.2 by using Corollary 5.4 (for j = 2) 
and Lemma 5.1. 
Lemma 5.6. Let 9’n be the canonical MV, algebra (n > 5). 
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. Zf n = 2k (k>3), then the following hold: 
(i)x.[(j-l)x]=x.(jx)Qnd 
(i’)x@xj-r=x@x’,foreueryj with k+lbj<n-2=2k-2, 
i.e. x.(kx)=x.[(k+l)x]=...=x.[(2k-2)x] and 
xCBx S-2 = f = x @ xk+’ = x $ xk, respectively. 
?? Zf n = 2k + 1 (k 22), then the following hold: 
(ii) x. [(j - 1)x] = x . (jx) and (ii’) x @xj-’ = x @xj, 
for every j with k + 1 <j 6 n - 2 = 2k - 1, 
i.e. x.(kx)=x.[(k+l)x]=...=x.[(2k-1)x] and 
x@x~~-’ = . . . =x$xk+’ =x$xk, respectively. 
Proof. 
?? If n = 2k (k>3), then 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
{ 
1 2 k-l k 2k - 2 
,& = 0, - 2k- 1’2k”“’ --g-z-I-.” YE-I- 
1 
and 
( 
1, k>l, 
loc=min(l,h)= kx, 0 < kx < 1, 
0, kx = 0. 
If kx > 1, then lot = 1 and since kx < jx, for k <j < 2k - 2, it follows that jx = 1 
hencex.(jx)=xs 1 =x, for k<jd2k-2. 
If 0 < kx < 1, then let x = i/(2k - 1). Then 
O<kx<l-O<2& < 1 _ O<ki<2k - 1 
2k - 1 1 1 
-O<i<-= 
k 
2-k_i=1_x=2k_1. 
Then for j such that k <j < 2k - 2 we have kr < jx d (2k - 2)x. Hence x ’ (kx) <x. 
(jx) <x.((2k-2)x). But x.(kx) = max(O,x+kx-1) = max(O,(k+1)/(2k-1)-l) = 
0 and x.((2k-2)x) = max(O,x+(2k-2)x- 1) = max(0,(2k- 1)/(2k- l)- 1) = 0 
andthenOGx.(jx)<O. Hencex.(jx)=O, fork<j<2k-2. 
Ifkx=O,thenx=O.Hencejx=0,fork~j~2k-2andhencex~(jx)=O~O=0, 
for k<j<2k - 2. 
Thus (i) holds. (i’) follows by duality. 
??Ifn=2k+l(k>2),then 
C 
k-l 
o>j&..>~’ 
k k+l 2k - 1 
L2k+l = c = ~‘2k’“” -_,I 2k 
and the proof is similar. 0 
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Remark 5.7. (i) In any MV, algebra (n 2 5), the chains of elements: 
(x . <jx>>jCJ and (x @ xj)irJ 
where J = {1,2,3 ,..., n - l}, are ‘contracted’ to have each at most k + 1 distinct 
elements, namely: 
?? ifn=2k(k>3), 
x.x<x.@x),<x.(3x)< ... <x. (k)=...=x.((2k-2)x)<x and 
xdx$X*k-2 = ... =x$xk< .‘. <x@x3<x@x2<x@x. 
?? ifn=2k+l(k>2), 
~~<~~(2x)<x~(3x)<..~<x.(kx)=.~.=x~((2k-l)x)<xand 
x<x@x2k-1 = ... =x@xk< . . . <x@x3<x@x2<2x, 
by [11,3.13], Lemma 5.6 and [11,1.12]. 
(ii) In any MV, algebra (n 2 S), 
?? ifn=2k(k~3),theneveryjverifyingk+16j~2k-2doesnotdividen-l, 
since 
J={1,2 ,..., k-l,c=k,k+l,..., 2k-2,2k-1) 
and j > c, c being the center of J; 
?? if n = 2k + 1 (k 9 2), then every j verifying: k + 1 <j < 2k - 1, does not divide 
II - 1, since it is too great: 
J = {1,2,3 ,.,., k,k+ l,..., 2k). 
Lemma 5.8. Let 9’,, be the canonical MV, algebra. Zf n > 5 (n = 2k or n = 2k + 1 ), 
then 
s;_ 1 (x ’ (h)) = Sk.% 
Proof. 
1, lac31, 
lot = min(l,loc) = lot, 0 < kx < 1, 
0, kK = 0. 
b If n = 2k, k>3, then: 
(a) IfkxBl, thenkx= 1 andx.(kx)=x#O, by [ll,(MS),(M5)]. Hence, sA_,(x. 
(kx)) = (n - l)(x.(kx)) = (n- 1)x = 1, by [ll, 1.13, 3.21 and skx = (Irx)“-’ = 
l”-’ = 1, by [ll, (MS)]. 
(b) If 0 < kx < 1, then x = 1/(2k - 1) and x. (kx) = 0 as was seen in the proof 
of Lemma 5.6. Hence sL_,(x . (kx)) = (n - 1)0 = 0 and SkX = (kx)“-’ = 
(k/(2k - I))“-’ = 0, by [ll, 1.131. 
(c) If kx = 0, then x = 0. Hence kx = 0 and x. (kx) = 0 . 0 = 0. It follows that 
.$-1(x ’ (h)) = 0 = skx. 
??The proof in the case n = 2k + 1, k B 2 is similar. 0 
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Proposition 5.9. Let 9n = (L,, @, ‘, -, 0,l) be the canonical MV, algebra (n 2.5). 
Then the canonical g . LM, pre-algebra, 
verifies the additional properties: 
?? If n = 2k (k>3), then 
(0) s:,_z = S2, 
(i) s,_l =sj and 
(i’) s~_j+l = SL-j, 
fork+l<j<n-2=2k-2,i.e.sk=sk+l =‘..=s2k_2ands~=s~=..‘=s~, 
respectively. 
?? Ifn=2k+l(ka2),then(i)sj_l=sj and 
(i’) slr_j+l = SA-j, 
fork+l~j~n-2=2k-l,i.e.sk=sk+l=~.’=s2k_~ands~=s~=..~=s~+,, 
respectively. 
Proof. 
??If n = 2k, then (0) is Corollary 5.2. To prove (i), we have, cf. Lemma 5.6, that 
x. (kz) = x [(k + 1)x] = . . = x . [(2k - 3)x] = x . [(2k - 2)x-j; 
then sh_, (x . (h)) = skit, by Lemma 5.8 and &(x. (Ax)) = Sk+l,-t, 
S;_& . [(k + 1)X]) = sk+Zx,. . .,s;_,(x . [(2k - 3)x]) = s2k-_Zx, 
by Corollary 5.4, Remarks 5.7(ii) (j = 2k - 1 = n - 1 divides n - 1). Thus (i) holds. 
The equalities (i’) follow by duality. 
??If n = 2k + 1 , we have a similar proof. 0 
Remark 5.10. (i) In the canonical MV, algebra Z,,, n = 2k (ka3), the chains of 
operations (sj)jEJ and (s;)~~J, where 
J = (1, 2, . . . , k-l, k, k+l, . . . ,2k-2,2k-l}, 
are ‘contracted’ as follows: 
s1 <s2 < . . < Sk = Sk+1 = ‘. ’ = S2k__2 <S2k-_1 and 
. / 
s; < ,“; = s; =“. . . = $ &+, < . . . <s’ , 2k_3 &k-2 <&-1. 
Each chain has at most k + 1 distinct operations. Consequently, the canonical g.LM, 
pre-algebra 2, has, in both chains together, at most 2(k + 1) - 3 = 2k - 1 = n - 1 
distinct operations, since s1 = s{, and s,_i = s:_~, by [ll, 3.101 and s2 = si_*, by 
Proposition 5.9(O). We shall see further (Corollaries 5.12) that it has exactly n - 1 
distinct operations only for it = 6 and n = 8. For example, the canonical pre-algebra 
910 has 7 distinct operations: s{ = si (= rl), s; = . . = si (= r2), si = s$ (= t-j), 
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Sk = s2 (=r5), S3 = s4 (=r,), S5 = . . = S8 (= t-8), Sb = S9 (= ~-9) (notice that 
r4 and r6 are missing) and the canonical pre-algebra _.Y’2o has only 13 distinct op- 
erations: S{ = Si (=r,), s; = . .’ = s& (=q), S’ll = si2 = s/13 (=q), si4 = 
$5 (=74), S/16 (=rs), $7 (=r7), &3 = S2 (=rlo), s3 (=r13)> S4 (=y15), s5 = 
S6 (=q6), S7 = S8 = S9 (=Y17), SIO = . . . = SIX (=r.I8), S{9 = S19 (=rl9) (notice that 
r6, 78, r9, rl1, r-12, q4 are missing), where (rj)iEJ are the canonical operations from 
the canonical LM, algebra Z,,. 
(i’) In the canonical MV, algebra _!ZR, H = 2k + 1 (k32), the chains (s~)~Q and 
(Si)jeJ, where 
J={l, . . . , k, k+l, . . . ,2k}, 
are ‘contracted’ as follows: 
Sl <s2 < . . . 6 Sk = Sk+) = “. = a@-_l <s2k and 
Each chain has at most k + 1 distinct operations. Consequently,the canonical 
g.L&&, pre-algebra Sian has, in both chains together, at most 2(k + 1) - 2 = 2k = 
n - 1 distinct operations, since si = s{ and s,_ 1 = sL_,, by [ 11,3.10]. We shall 
see further (Corollaries 5.12) that it has exactly IZ - 1 distinct operations only for 
II E (5, 7, 9, 11). For example, the canonical pre-algebra 2,s has 10 distinct 
operations: si = si (=rl), sh = . . . = s$ (=Q), sk = s; (=r3), sio (=r4), 
s{l (=r6), S2 (=r7), S3 (=r9), S4 = SS (=rlO), S6 = “. = SII (=rll), 
~12 = s/12 (=q2) (notice that r5 and rs are missing). 
By Proposition 5.9 we get the following 
Proposition 5.11. Let (Ln, $, ., -, 0,l) be the canonical MV, algebra and let (rj)j,zJ 
be the canonical LM, operations. 
?? Zf n = 2k (k>3), then 
(i) 
rl = s{ (= s1 ), 
r2=si(=...=s6), 
r3 = s:+,, 
rk = S2 (= S& ), 
r2k-3 =sk-lr 
r2k_2 = sk (= . . = @k-2), 
r2k- 1 = s2k- I (= &k_ 1 >, 
(ii) and ifk25, then Sk-_2 = q-1. 
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0 Ifn=2k+l(k>2), then 
(i’) 
YI = S; (= Sl), 
r2 =si (= ... = sb+l), 
73 = 4+2, 
rk =sh_l, 
r2k-2 = Sk-l, 
r2k_1 =sk (= ” = s2k-_l), 
r2k = s2k (= & )? 
(ii’) and if k 26, then Sk-2 = Sk-l. 
Proof. 
??n = 2k (kd3). Then 
k 2k - 2 
L2k = 0, 
1 k-l 
xc-i- 
... ’ -1 
2k-1’ 2k-1’2k-1’ 
To prove (i), let us put x = i/(2k - l), i = 0,2k - 1. By [ll, (L4), 3.4(iii)], it is 
sufficient to prove the last four relations. Indeed, then we have 
rlx- = (rlk-_Ix)- = (&__Ix)- = six-, 
r2x- = (rZk__2x)- = (skx)- = &_kx- = sgx-) 
r3x- = (?“2&_3x)- = (s&,x)- = .&_(k_,jx- = $+,x-. 
- On the one hand, we have that 
Q(k)={;; :I:,::” =ip; :I=. 
On the other hand, we have that 
2x=; - i & # 1, i=O,k- 1, 
2k - 1 @2k-1 
1, i=k,2k- 1. 
Hence 
s2x = (2x)“-’ = 
0, i=O,k-1 
by [ll, 1.131. 
1, i=k,2k- 1 
Thus rkx = szx. 
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- On the one hand, we have that 
r-&g={;; ;::;;:;2: ={y; ~~~~,,_l~ 
On the other hand, we have that s2k-I (i/(2k - 1)) = ((2k - l)i/(2k - I))“-’ ; but 
(2k - l)& = rnin(l,(z__:)i) ={ y,#l’ :I&. 
Hence 
S2kh-l (&) = { ;: ;x& by [lLl.W. 
Thus ?&__1x = &&_Ix. 
- On the one hand, we have that 
On the other hand, we have that 
Sk (&) = (k$-$‘; 
but 
ki 
2k’ 
ki<2k--1 
1, kia2k - 1 
={ 
& # 1, i=O,l, 
1, i=2,2k- 1. 
Hence 
Sk (&) = { ;; :I;+;,_ 1 by [lLl.W. 
Thus r2k-2x = skx. 
- On the one hand, we have that 
On the other hand, we have that 
Sk-lx = ((k - 1)X)“-‘; 
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but 
(k - 1)x = min(1, (k - 1)x) 
Hence 
(k - 1)i 
2k_ (k- 1)i < 2k- 1 
= 
1, (k - l)ia2k - 1 
gy # 1, i = 0,1,2, 
1, i = 3,2k - 1. 
0, i<3 
sk__IX = by [ll, 1.131. 
1, i>3 
Thus YZk-sX = s&ix. 
To prove (ii), for x = i/(2k - l), we have: (k - 2)x = min(1, (k - 2)x) 
ZZ I g, (k - 2)i < 2k - 1 i = 0,1,2 
= 
z # 1, 
1, (k-2)i>2k- 1 1, i=3,2k- 1 
since (k - 2)i < 2k - 1 for i = 0,1,2 while (k - 2)i22k - 1 for ia (proof by 
induction). Then 
Sk-_2x = ((k - 2)x)“-’ = 
0, i-c3 
= Sk-_1x. 
1, i>3 
?? If n = 2k + 1 (k >2), the proof is similar. Cl 
Corollary 5.12. Let _Yn be the canonical MV, algebra. 
(i) 
(ii) 
1fn = 2k (k E {3,4}) or if n = 2k+ 1 (k E (2, 3, 4, 5}), then the chains (sj)jEJ 
and (s:)~,J have together exactly n-l distinct elements, which coincide with the 
canonical LM, operations. 
If n = 2k (ka5) or if n = 2k + 1 (k>6), then the above chains have together 
less than n - 1 distinct elements. 
Proof. (i) follows by Proposition 5.1 l(i) and (i’). Indeed, 
?? if n = 2k: if k = 3 (n = 6), we get: q = si = sl, r2 = si = s;, r3 =si =s2, r4 = 
s3 = ~4, r5 = s5 = si; if k = 4 (n = 8), we get: rl = s{ = sI, r2 = s$ = si = 
?? if n = 2k + 1; if k = 2 (n = 5), we get: rl = si = ~1, r2 = si = ~5, r3 = s2 = 
~3, r4 = s4 = s:; ifk=3(n=7),weget:rl=s{=sl,r2=s~=s~=s~,r3= 
s:, 74 = ~2, r5 = $3 = s4 = s5, t-6 = sg = Sk; if k = 4 (n = 9), we get: rl = s{ = 
sl, r2 = si = ss = si = s:, r3 = S& r-4 = ~4, r5 = s2, r6 = s3, t-7 = s4 = s5 = s(j = 
s7, t-8 = sg = s!&; ifk=5(n=11),weget:r~=s~=si,r~=s~=s~=s~=s~= 
sk, r3 = s:, r5 = s&, r6 = s2, r8 = s4, t-9 = s5 = sf, = s7 = s8 = 89, rj0 = s10 = $0 
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and by [ 11, 3.12, 3.4(i)] it follows that r4 = s; and ~7 = ~3. Indeed, to prove that 
r7 = s3 for instance, let x = i/10. Then, on the one hand, we have that 
0 i { 0, 7+i<ll i 0, i = 0,3, 
r7x = r7 lo = 1, 7+i>ll = 1, i = 4,lO. 
On the other hand, we have that 
3i 
(’ ‘1 -f-e; @h=min 1, $ = 10' ( )i - i=O,3, 3x= lo 1, i = 4,lO. 
Hence 
s3x = (3x)‘O = 1 0, i=O,, 1, i=4,10, 
by [ll, 1.131. Thus r-7x = s3x. 
Finally, since the canonical operations r1, r2, . . . , r,_l are all distinct, we get that 
(i) is true. 
(ii) follows by Remarks 5.10(i) and (i’) and by Proposition 5.11(ii) and (ii’). 0 
Remark 5.13. (i) We can count how many distinct elements do exist in the two chains. 
We shall take L, = (0, 1, 2, . . , n - l} to avoid the work with fractions; then x $ y = 
min(n - 1, x + y). An easy PASCAL program calculates jx, with 2 I j < IZ - 1 and 
x E L,, where II = 2k (k >3) (which allows then to calculate Sj.x, by [I 1, 1.131. Remark 
that it is sufficient to take j = 2, k and x = 0, k. 
Then an easy PASCAL program determines the other operations Sj and s$ which 
coincide and calculates the total number of distinct operations in the two chains (for 
n = 2k (ka5)). To obtain the programs for IZ = 2k + 1 (ka6) one must change 
‘n = 2k’ to ‘n = 2k + 1’ in both programs and the test ‘kb5’ to ‘k86’ in the second 
program. 
Programs are available from the author on request. 
(ii) Since the canonical MV, algebra _.Yfl is a linearly ordered relaxed-MV, algebra, 
it follows, by [ll, 3.121, that (L, , V, A, -, (rj)jEJ/ , 0,l) is an LM2,_3 pre-algebra, with 
J’ = { 1,2,. . . ,2n - 4). In this pre-algebra, if we take only the distinct operations 
rj, j E J’ and we rename them by rj , j E J, then: for n E {5,6,7,8,9,11} or for n E 
{4}, we obtain an LM, algebra (J = { 1,2,. . . ,n}), the canonical one, by Corollaries 
5.12(i) and by [ll, 4.10(i)], while for n = 2k (k>5) or for n = 2k+ 1 (k>6), we 
obtain an LM, pre-algebra, with m < n (J = { 1,2,. . . ,m}), by Corollaries 5.12(ii). 
This ‘contraction’ of the chain (rj)j,J-J to the chain (rj)j,zJ is the effect of the axioms 
(M 13) and (Ml 3’) from the definition of an MV, algebra [ 11, 1.51 added to the 
definition of a relaxed-MV, algebra [ 11, 1.141. 
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Definition 5.14. Let J = { 1, 2, ,t~ - . . . 1 }, n B 5. Let A = (A, @, ., -, 0, 1 > be an MV,, 
algebra. Define @P(d) = (A,V, A,-,(Y~),~J,O, 1) by 
xvy=x.y By, xAy=(x-vy-) 
and 
(i) if n = 2k (k E {3,4}), then (yj),iEJ are defined by the relations from Proposition 
5.1 l(i); 
(i’) if IZ = 2k + 1 (k E {2,3,4,5}), then (T~),Q are defined by the relations from 
Proposition 5.11 (i’) and for k = 5, r4 = si and r7 = s3. 
Then we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.15. Let n E (6, S} U {5,7,9,11}. If $P,, is the canonical MV, algebra, 
then @P(Z,,) is the canonical LM, algebra. 
Proof. By [ 11, 3. l] (A, V, A, -, 0,l) is a De Morgan algebra. Then follow the proof of 
Corollaries 5.12(i) to see that the above defined (r,),,~ are all of the canonical LM, 
operations. 0 
Theorem 5.16. Let n E (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11). If A is an MV, algebra, then P(d) is 
an LM, algebra. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.15, [ll, 1.121 and the converse of [11,2.8] which is true since 
the class of LM, algebras is equational. 0 
Remark 5.17. (i) @J’ from Definition 5.14 extends @ from [ll, 4.1 and 4.91. 
(ii) In an arbitrary MV, algebra, n = 2k (k > 3), we have the representation of 
the chains (sj),iEJ and (SJ)jcJ in Fig. 1 which is an extension of [ 11, Fig. 31 (see [l 1, 
Fig. l] to understand the effect of the axioms [ll, (M13) and (M13’)]). 
(ii’) In an arbitrary MV, algebra, n = 2k + 1 (k > 2) we have the representation 
of the chains (Sj)jE_/ and (s;),~Q in Fig. 2 which is an extension of [l 1, Fig. 21 (see 
[ll,Fig. l] to understand the effect of the axioms [ll, (M13) and (M13’)]). 
At this point of my research I read [ 19,21,5], so I can go on by using Suchori’s 
transformation to obtain an extension of the transformation @ for any n>3. 
Suchon defines Moisil operators (Gj)jEJ (oj = r,,-,;) of the canonical LM, algebra 
(n > 3) starting from the Lukasiewiczian implication + and from the negation -. He 
puts 
By = (x-) -+ x and B~+I(x) = (x-) -+ Bj(x), j>3. (1) 
Then he defines 
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7-s...... 
Sk-1 . . . . ..r2&3 
Sk = . . . = SZk-2 . ..r2k_2 
. . . RI 
. . . . . . rk ,.. R2 
&-1 = / = hk-1 . . . . . . . . . rZk_1 
Fig. 1. 
o,-l(B,+l(x)), Ij2n - 1, 
and for 1 < j<[n/2], OjX = 
i ~/j(Bl+l(x)), Zj < n - 1, 
whereZ=max{mIm(j-l)<n-I}, 
while On-j(x) = (Oj(X-))-, for 1 <j < [n/2]. 
Suchon’s Moisil operators verify: cri 2 rr2 3 . . . 2 CT,,-1 . 
R3 
(3) 
(4) 
Remark 5.18. If we want to use Suchon’s construction, it is convenient to consider not 
the MV algebra, (A, $, ., -, 0,l) (or equivalently (A, CD, -, 0), by [6]), but the Wajsberg 
algebra (W algebra for short), (A, +, -, 1 ), defined in [S]. W algebras can be identified 
with MV algebras, by [8, Theorems 4 and 51. Namely, 
0 if A = (A, +, -, 1) is a W algebra and if we define 
a(d) = (A, @, ., -9 0,l) 
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7-l ......... s’ = 1 = Sl 
r2 ... $1 = 2 ... . 4+1 
: fl r3 ...... 4+2 
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. . . RI 
Fig. 2 
by 
xey=x--+y, x.y=(x_ G3y ) 3 
then a(A) is an MV algebra. 
??Conversely, if A = (A, a, ., -, 0,l) is an MV algebra and if we define 
B(A) = G&+,-,1) 
by 
x+y=x_@y 
then j?(A) is a W algebra. 
??The maps ~1, p are mutually inverse. 
It follows immediately by (1) that 
&(x)=x$x=2x and Bi+l(x)=x@Bj(x)=jx,j23. 
By using Suchori’s construction we give the following 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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Definition 5.19. Let A = (A, CD, ., -, 0,l) be an MV, algebra (n 23). Define 
@(A) = (4 V, & -3 (<j)jEJ, 021) 
by 
xvy=x.y-$y, xAy=(x_vy-)-, 
r,_rx = (n - 1)x (= S,_iX = S;_ix), 
i 
rl(Zx) (= sl(Zx) = s/(x)), lj>n - 1, 
Y,_jX = 
r,_lj(lx), lj < n - 1, 
for 1 < j<[n/2], 
(8) 
(9) 
Z=max{m]m(j-l)<n-l}, 
rjX = (m_j(X-))-, 1 d j d [n/2]. 
Remark 5.20. sl(lx) = (Ix)“-’ = SI(X) by [ll, 3.31. 
(10) 
Then we have the following 
Proposition 5.21. If 2’,, is the canonical MV, algebra (n33), then @s(2’n) is the 
canonical LM, algebra. 
Proof. In view of [I 1, 3.11, it is sufficient to prove that (rj)j,zJ are the canonical 
operations. By (8), (7) and (2) we have r,_lx = (n - 1)x = B,(x) = IJIX. Then, for 
1 < j<[n/2], if Ijan- 1, then rl(Zx) = [r+l((lx)-)I- = [al((Zx)-)I- = o,_~(lx) = 
a,_1(Bl+l(x)) and if lj < n - 1, then r,-u(k) = Olj(ZX) = U/j(B/+l(x)); hence, 
r,_+ = ajx. We have rl<r2f ... <r,-1 since alag ... ac~~_i. Then, by [21], 
(rj )jEJ are the canonical operations. 0 
Remark 5.22. We can give a direct proof of Proposition 5.21. Let (rj)jEJ be the 
canonical LM, operations. It is sufficient to prove that the equalities (8) and (9) hold. 
(8) is true by Proposition 5.11(i) and (i’). To prove (9), let x = i/(n - 1) E L,. 
Then 
i ( 1 
0, n-j+i<n 0, i < j, 
Yn-jX = r,-j - = = 
n-l (11) 1, n-jSi2n 1, i>j 
and 
by [lo, 1.131. 
??If lj>n - 1 , then rn-jx = SIX, i.e. i < j H li/(n - 1) # 1. 
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Indeed, i < j + i < j - 1 + li 6 I( j - 1) < n - 1, by the definition of 1. Hence 
Zi/(n - 1) < 1 and thus Zi/(n - 1) = min(l,li/(n - 1)) = Zi/(n - 1) # 1. If now 
li/(n - 1) < 1 and we suppose that i>,j, then li>lj>n - 1, hence li>n - 1, i.e. 
li/(n-l)>, 1. Hence li/(n-1) = min(l,li/(n-1)) = 1, which contradicts Zi/(n-1) < 1. 
Thus i < j. 
?? I shall prove now that if lj < n - 1, then r,_jx = rn_lj(ZX). 
Indeed, first, 
lx=11 
li 
=min l,- = ( )i -&, li<n-1, n-l n-l 1, li>n - 1. 
- Then, if li < n - 1, then 
0, n - lj + li < n 
Yn_[j(ZX) = Yn_[,j 
1, n-lj+li>n 
- and if li>n - 1, then 
0, li < lj 0, i<j 
since 1 > 0, 
1, li>lj 1, i>j ’ 
0, n-lj+n-1 <n 0, n - 1 < lj, 
rn_lj(ZX)= Yn_[j( l)= = 
1, n-lj+n-l>n 1, n-13lj; 
but lj < n - 1, hence rn_/j(ZX) = 1. Then 
i 0, 1 i<j,licn-1 li>n- 1 { 0, i<j 
Tfl-/j(lX) = 1, i>j, li<n-1 = 1, i~j =rn-ix 
by (i < j + Zi < n - 1) and (11). Thus (9) holds. 
Theorem 5.23. If A is an MV, algebra (n>3), then @(A) is an LM, algebra. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.21 [ll, 1.121 and the converse of [ll, 2.81. 0 
Remark 5.24. (i) @ from, [l 1, 4.1 and 4.91 is a particular case of Qs from Definition 
5.19 (for n E {3,4}). 
(ii) W’ from Definition 5.14 is a particular case of @ from Definition 5.19 (for 
n E {5,6,7,8,9,11}). Indeed, 
?? if n = 2k (k>3), then r,_l = r2&1 = s2k_1 = &_I and for 2<j<k we get: 
forj=2,wegetl=n-2andlj>n-lu2(2k-2)>2k-l#2k&3;for 
j=3,wegetl=k-landlj~n-1~3(k-1)~2k-1~k~22;forj=k, 
we get 1 = 2 and Ijan- ++ 2k>2k-1; so in these cases lj>n-1 is always 
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A (X* v r2k-zy) A (Y* v rzk-2X) 
A (xCk-l)* v rky) A (yCk--l)* v QX), 
where x* is the successor of x and 
X2* = (X*)*, xIn* = (X(m-l)*)* 
and 
(ii) x.“y=(xCWY-)-. 
Then Y(S,) is the canonical MV, algebra. 
(2) The maps @, from Proposition 5.21, and Y are mutually inverse. 
(14) 
(15) 
Proof. 
??To prove (1) note first that the cases n = 3 and n = 4 are settled by [ 11, 4.2(ii)], and 
by [ll, 4.1O(ii) and 4.13(iv)], respectively. Now take first n = 2k + 1 (k 22). In order 
to simplify the writting, let us consider the canonical LM, algebra in the equivalent 
form (L2k+1, V, A, -, (yj)jEJ, 0,2k), where 
L 2k+l ={0,1,2 ,..., k-l,k,k+l,..., 2k) 
and the canonical operations are: 
x v y = max(x, y), x A y = min(x, y), x- = 2k - x, 
i 
0, j+x<2k+l 
rjX = X E Ll+Zk,j E J. 
Zk, j+xa2k+ 1 
(16) 
Then x* = min(2k, x + 1 ), while the predecessor of x is *x = max(O, x - 1) and if we 
put x0* = x, then 
X m* = min(2k,x + m), WI E IN. (17) 
Remark that 
ifx<y thenx”*<y”* and ifm<p then xm*<xP*. 
Let us note 
Eci)(x, y) = (xi* V r2k-_iy) A (yi* V r>k_ix),i = 0,k - 1. 
Then (12) becomes 
(18) 
(19) 
XCB 2k+l y = min(E(O) (x y) 3 9 E(‘)(x, y),. . . Je’)(X, y)). (201 
By simplifying the writing, the corresponding equivalent form of the canonical MV, 
algebra is (L2k+l, @, ., -, 0,2k), where the canonical operations are 
x @ y = min(2k,x + y), x. y = max(O,x + y - 2k). 
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Hence, we must prove that the operation ~3 2kf’ defined by (20) coincides with the 
canonical operation @. Taking into account the definition of the canonical operation 
@ in the canonical MVX+] algebra and its commutativity, we see that it sufficient to 
prove that the operation @ 2k+’ defined by (20) satisfies 
(i) 0 CBZk+’ y=y, YE‘%; 
(ii) (i @2k+’ y = min(2k,i + y), ybi), i = 1,k - 1; 
(iii) (m @2k+’ y = 2k, yam), m = k,2k, 
To prove (i)-(iii) we first establish the following relations (we are taking into account 
the symmetry of E(i)(x, y), i = 0, k - 1): 
E’O’(0, y) = y, y>o A 2 (21) 
(E(‘)(i,y) = min(2k,i + y), y>i), i = 1,k - 1, (22) 
((E(‘)(m,y) = 2k, yam), i < m<2k), i = 0,k - 1, (23) 
(E”‘(O, y)<E(‘)(O,y), yaO>, i = 1,k - 1, (24) 
((E”‘(i, y)<E(“)(i, y), y>i), u = i + 1,k - l), i = 1,k - 2. (25) 
Now, in order to prove (21)425), we shall prove first the following four helpful 
relations: 
{ 
0, y<i 
Y2k--iY = i=O,k- 1, (26) 
2k, y > i 
(E(‘)(i, y) = y’*, y>i), i = 0,k - 1, (27) 
(28) 
((L’;‘(i.y)={ iii, iTo, i<y),o=i+l,k-1); i=I,k. (29) 
To prove (26) we have 
0, 2k-i+y<2k+l 0, y<i+l 0, ydi, 
r*k-iY = 
1 
= 
2k, 2k-i+y>2k+l 2k, y>i+l = 2k, y> i. { 
The proof of (27)-(29) is similar, by using (19) and (26). 
We can now prove (21~(25): (21) follows from (27) for i = 0; (22) follows from 
(27), by (17); (23) follows from (19) by (26): 
@‘)(m, y) = (m’* v r2k-jy) A (y’* v Qk_jm) 
= (mi* V 2k) A (y’* V 2k) 
=2k 
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since y 2 m > i. To prove (24), by using (28) we get if y < i, it follows that E(‘)(O, y) = 
i ay and if y > i, then E(‘)(O, y) = y’* > y = E(‘)(O, y), by the definition of y’* and 
by (21). To prove at last (25) we use (29). Since 1 di<k-2 and 2<i+ 1 <u<k- 1, 
it follows that 3 <i + v 62k - 3 < 2k. Then i’* = min(2k, i + v) = i + v. If now y d v, 
then y + i < u + i < 2k and hence, by (27): E(“)(i, y) = min(2k, y + i) = y + i 6 u + i = 
i”* = EcL’)(i, y). If y > u, then E(“)(i, y) = y”* 3 y’* = E(‘)(i, y), since v > i. Thus (25) 
holds. 
Now we are able to prove (i)-(iii). Indeed, 
0 @2a+’ y = min(@O) (O,y),E(‘)(O,y),. . &k-l)(O,y)) = E’O’(O, y) = y, 
by (24) and (21) and thus (i) holds. 
For every i = 1,2k, i B2kf1 y = min(E(‘)(i, y),E(‘+‘)(i, y), . . . ,E(k-l)(i,y)), by (23). 
If l<i<k- 1, then iB2k+‘y=ldi)(i,y)= min(2k, i + y), by (25) and (22) and thus 
(ii) holds. 
If k drn <2k, then (23) implies m e2k+’ y = 2k and thus (iii) holds. This ends the 
proof of (i). 
The proof of (i’) is similar. 
??To prove (2), remark that we have 
2, = z;Mv,) - @(S,) = T;L”n’ = ,44, - Y(Zn) = z;Mvfl) 
and that we also have 
Remark 6.2. (i) Y from [l 1, 4.1 and 4.91 is a particular case of Y from Proposition 
6.1 (for n E {3,4}) by (11, 4.13(iv)). 
(ii) The transformation Y is not polynomial for n 3 5, by [l 1, 4.13(iv)]. 
(iii) Let L, = {0,1,2,. . . , n-l}.Ifn=2k+l(k>1),thenL~~L~~~~~~L~~+i~L~~+~ 
and 
x 632k+’ y, x + y 62k, 
x @f3 y = 
i 
2k+ 1, x+y=2k+l, 
2k + 2, x+ya2k+2. 
If n = 2k(k 32), then ~54 C L6 C . . C L2k C L2k+2 and 
( 
XCB~~~, x+y62k- 1, 
x &2k+2 y = 2k, x + y = 2k, 
2k+ 1, x+ya2k+ 1, 
where x cB~~+’ y = min(2k,x + y) for instance. 
(iv) If dip, is the canonical LM, algebra, then the chain 8 = (~0 < q < r2 < . < 
r,-1 < rn} of functions rj : L, --+ (0, l}, i = O,n, where rox = 0 and r,x = 1 
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for any x E L,, can be organized as an LM,+i algebra isomorphic to the canonical 
LM,II algebra. 
(v) If n = 2k + 1, then the operation &in is expressed in terms of the operations 
v, A, rk+l,..., r2k and the successor, while the dual operation, .n, is expressed 
in terms of the dual operations A, V, t-1,. . . , rk and the predecessor; if n = 2k, 
then the operation $” is expressed in terms of the operations V, A, rk, . . . , Q&I 
and the successor, while the dual operation, J, is expressed in terms of the dual 
operations A, V, q, . . . , rk and the predecessor. 
Remark 6.3. Summarizing, we have: 
1. The set L, (n 32) can be organized as the canonical MV, algebra as well as the 
canonical LM, algebra. The canonical MV, algebra, _fZ’~Mv”), can be identified with 
the canonical LM, algebra, Z~LM” ( by the transformations Qi and Y). 
2. Some subsets of L, are MV, subalgebras and/or LM, subalgebras of the canonical 
algebra P’,,: 
?? For n E {2,3,4}, MV, subalgebras of the canonical algebra 9’~Mvn’ coincide 
with LM, subalgebras of the canonical algebra 9iLM”). 
?? For n>S: 
- Any MV, subalgebra of the canonical algebra .Z~Mvn) is an LM, subalgebra 
of the canonical algebra 9iLM”). 
- Not any LM, subalgebra of the canonical algebra 9fi = JZ’iLM”) is an MV, 
subalgebra of the canonical algebra 9, = 6p~Mv”). Indeed, let Zn be the 
canonical LM, algebra. If n = 2k (k b3), then L2k = (0, 1,. . . , k- 1, k,. . . ,2k- 
2,2k - l}. Then Sik = LZk - {k - 1, k} is an LMZk subalgebra of _!&, but it 
is not an MVZk subalgebra of the canonical MVZk algebra, Y(gZk), since it 
is not closed under @: (k - 2) CB 1 = k - 1 6 Sik. If n = 2k + 1 (k>2), then 
L2kfl = (0, I,..., k - l,k, k + 1,. . .,2k - 1,2k}. Then, S:k+, = &+r - {k} 
is an LMZk+i subalgebra of 22k+l, but it is not an MVzk+I subalgebra of 
the canonical MVZk+, algebra, Y($P 2k+r), since it is not closed under $: 
(k-l)@l=k&S;k+,. 
Example. For n = 5, LS = {0,1,2,3,4}. The MVs subalgebras of ,!Zc(sMvs) are {0,1,2, 
3,4}, {0,2,4}, {0,4}, while the LM5 subalgebras of J!Z~“” are { 0, 1,2,3,4}, { 0,2,4}, 
{0,4} and {0,1,3,4}. 
3. By [ 11, 1.12, 2.81 and the corresponding converse statements: 
?? For n E {2,3,4}, MV, algebras coincide with LM, algebras (by the transfor- 
mations @ and Y). 
b For n>5: 
- Any MV, algebra is an LM, algebra. 
We shall analyse, in the third part of the study, those LM, algebras which are MV, 
algebras (i.e. for which the transformation Y is defined), for every n 2 5. 
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